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Introduction

Social categorization theory has greatly
advanced our understanding of the processes
by which individuals identify with groups.
From Durkheim’s (1947) anthropological
observations, through Tajfel’s (1981, 1984a;
Tajfel & Turner, 1979) experiments, and to
the contemporary work of Turner and others
(1984, 1987; Oakes, Haslam & Turner, 1994;
Turner et al., 1994), social categorization

theory teaches that humans make their social
world sensible by constructing cognitive cat-
egories that represent groups. The contents of
these categories inform judgments that people
make every day to cope with the complexities
of social life.

In their stereotypical judgments, indi-
viduals attribute to others properties that they
believe characterize members of the groups
with which those others identify. We most
notice stereotypical judgments when they con-
tribute to ethnocentric or other forms of chau-
vinist speech and behavior. But this dark side
of social categories consists not in the act of
deduction from social representations, but in
the chauvinist contents of the social represen-
tations of chauvinist persons. Less often recog-
nized, but nonetheless socially significant, are
the host of stereo-typical inferences we each
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draw every day. Our conception of the place of
others in our cognitive network of social cat-
egories establishes our expectations of their
behavior. Our self-conception within that
same network likewise regulates our own
behavior, often in pro-social ways. In the
aggregate, stereotypical judgment provides the
cognitive glue necessary for social cohesion.

Pathological uses of social representations
bear obvious relevance to the problem of
ethnic group conflict. Students of conflict
sense that ethnic group animosities, pervasive
among group identifiers and often persistent
over generations, in large measure explain the
protractedness of ethnic conflicts. Yet the
relationship between the psychological pro-
cesses of group identification and the social
and political processes of conflict have not yet
been articulated with any specificity. In this
article, we begin such an articulation by
linking social identification to a theoretical
account of conflict processes.

We argue that group elites often mobilize
mass political constituencies for collective
action by exploiting the human propensity to
mediate understandings of social reality
through social representations. That is,
leaders encourage followers to participate in
conflict by manipulating symbols pertaining
to social categories. These actions subse-
quently limit leaders’ abilities to accommo-
date their adversaries, producing protracted
conflicts as a consequence. Elite manipu-
lations of social representations thereby make
conflict more likely and peace less likely. We
illustrate our thesis by showing how the elite
manipulations of social representations con-
tributed to the protractedness of the Serbo-
Croatian conflict and how it has affected
implementation of the Dayton Peace
Accords. We also reflect upon practical strat-
egies for producing peace in this setting.

Conflict Processes

In ‘configurational history’ (Hall, 1999:
216–220), one assesses a theory by showing

the goodness of its fit to some historical
episode. This practice conforms roughly to
the realist notion that one cannot account
adequately for such episodes without first
postulating a theory – however tentative and
revisable – of the processes responsible for
generating them (Dessler, 1991). In its
absence, we can neither posit expectations
nor recognize anomalies into which
additional inquiry might prove productive.
Any theoretical model thus constitutes a
hermeneutic ‘preunderstanding’ (Moon,
1975) against which to assess political events
for the purpose of elaborating or ‘retrovali-
dating’ (Rescher, 1977) a more refined theor-
etical understanding that can similarly
configure future research.

Theory of Conflict Processes
As depicted in Figure 1, the Duffy & Frens-
ley (1991; Frensley, 1998, 2000) theoretical
model of political conflict processes describes
conflict processes as a series of choices elites
make in response to political conditions.
Although validated against historical events
surrounding the conflict in Northern Ireland
and elsewhere, we apprehend the model as
only a rough and revisable approximation of
conflict processes. Below, we refer to nodes in
the model as letters in square brackets and
pathways as hyphenated strings of nodes in
square brackets.

All conflicts begin with some identifiable
stakes, or a motivation [A]. If group elites
believe that the benefits of competing for
these stakes outweigh the costs and risks of
mobilizing their constituents, they mobilize
them [A-B-C]. If not, the potential conflict
over the stakes remains temporarily latent [A-
B-A]. In the event that elites mobilize, and if
the costs and risks of conflict engagement
allow it [D], the parties conflict. Importantly,
these costs and risks vary as a consequence
not only of factors internal to the conflict
situation, but also of factors external to it –
especially the posture of the international
community. If institutional mechanisms exist
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for resolving intergroup differences [E], the
parties compete within those institutions.
Institutionalized conflict ([E-F-G-L] and [E-
F-G-H-M]) may beconsidered ordinary,
peaceable, political competition. Groups

engage in ‘hot conflict’, however, if those
institutions do not exist ([E-I-J-K]) or if one
or more groups does not recognize its (real,
non-normative) legitimacy ([E-F-I-J-K]).
Nodes in the hot conflict pathway ([I], [J],
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and [K]) are ordered arbitrarily. In particular,
group elites may pursue the ‘divide and
conquer’ strategy [J] before the cooptation
strategy [I], if they find it less costly. And
elites may pursue all three strategies simul-
taneously.

Whether intergroup competition proceeds
down the institutional or hot conflict
pathway, the model suggests continual cycles
of mobilization and counter-mobilization
([L-C] or [M-C]) until elites across groups
agree to settle. If they can persuade con-
stituents to accept their terms [N], they
implement the settlement [O]. Only when
the terms adequately address the conflict
stakes is the conflict resolved ([P-Q]).
Alternatively, a settlement may produce a
period of peace during which the conflict
‘goes latent’, possibly resurfacing later should
elites again find mobilization in their interest
([P-A-B-C]). Some settlement terms in hot
conflict environments construct or reform
political institutions that all parties find legiti-
mate, such that future iterations of intergroup
competition proceed down the more peace-
able institutional conflict pathway.

The model incorporates factional conflict at
nodes [R], [S], and [T]. The entire model
recursively represents each category of factional
conflict, but with different parties and different
stakes. The parties to a factional conflict are
subsets of the membership of the larger group.
The stakes typically include control of the
leadership apparatus of the larger group. Each
form of factional conflict arises from a failure
of an ascendant group elite.

• Failed Mobilization [D-R-A] – the failure
of group elites to mobilize their con-
stituents (a) against a perceived threat to
group interests or (b) for the pursuit of a
perceived benefit to group interests.

• Failed Solidarity [J-S-A] – the failure of
group elites to maintain solidarity in
response to the divisive tactics of rival
groups.

• Failed Demobilization [N-T-U-A] – the
failure of group elites to demobilize their
constituents in order to implement the
terms of a settlement effected with elites of
rival groups.

Any of these failures can encourage hard-
liner cadres to challenge the ascendancy of
incumbents. Successful challenges produce
greater conflictual group behavior, since
hardliners assume the mantle of group
leadership. But even unsuccessful challenges
can escalate conflict, as the incumbents may
harden their intergroup policies in order to
fend off the internal challenge. The effect is
particularly salient with respect to failed
demobilization. Settlements can fail because
hardliners will not accept their terms, and
the fear of such a failure can motivate
leaders to reject settlement terms even when
they find those terms in the group’s interest.
Factional infighting and even its prospect
thus logically promote conflict protracted-
ness.

Serbo-Croatian Conflict Processes
The dissolution of Yugoslavia produced a
number of interrelated, protracted conflicts.
Although we could assess the model against
this entire family of conflicts, we restrict our
focus to the conflict between Croats and
Serbs for three reasons:

(1) Tensions between Serbia and Croatia
were central throughout the existence of
Yugoslavia, as the other constituent
republics tended to align themselves with
either Serbia or Croatia, depending on
their strategic or material interests
(Dragnich, 1992).

(2) Although sporadic ethnic fighting flared
earlier in Kosovo, large-scale conflict did
not erupt until 1991, when Serbian
governing elites tried to prevent Croatia,
with its substantial minority of ethnic
Serbs, from seceding.
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(3) With the implementation of the Dayton
Peace Agreement in 1995 [O] and diplo-
matic normalization, relations between
Serbs and Croats are sufficiently stable to
facilitate retrospective evaluation.

Below, we briefly recount the history of
the Serbo-Croatian conflict, showing how
Tito’s Yugoslavia constituted a legitimate
institutional mechanism for channeling the
conflict down the institutional pathways ([E-
F-G]). Once the institutions of the Federal
Republic of Yugoslavia lost all legitimacy, the
Serbo-Croatian conflict proceeded down the
hot conflict pathway [E-I-J-K-L].1

Conflict Sublimation under Tito, 1945–86
Tito’s Federal Republic of Yugoslavia,
founded in 1945, implemented an intricate
balance-of-power system to sublimate
national conflicts within the Federation
(Burg, 1983; Cohen, 1983; Ramet, 1992).
Tito’s scheme was always unstable, as he
constructed it over tenuous faultlines. Erup-
tion seemed imminent twice, during the
‘Reform Struggle’ of 1962–65 and, most
notably, during the ‘Croatian Crisis’ of
1970–71. In both episodes, political elites
mobilized support around mutually incom-
patible Serbian and Croatian policy prefer-
ences [A].

Serbs demanded the redistribution of
wealth from the Northern republics of
Slovenia and Croatia to underdeveloped
regions in the South, the concentration of
industry in Serbia, centralization of the
political system, and the reassertion of
Serbian hegemony. Croats insisted upon
curtailing aid to unprofitable enterprises in
Serbia and the southern republics, disman-
tling central planning, and decentralizing

economic decisionmaking. Federal insti-
tutions proved sufficiently legitimate across
both groups to contain both crises [E-F-G],
avoiding the hot conflict pathway [I-J-K].
Under Tito, ‘institutionalized patterns of
cooperation and mutual acceptance had
become a stable part of the political land-
scape, allowing national excesses to be con-
tained, defused, or even bypassed’ (Ramet,
1992: 34).

The Reform Struggle of 1962–65 dashed
Tito’s hope that politicized ethnicity had
diminished to the point of extinction in
Yugoslavia. Although the crisis revolved
around economic issues, elites mobilized
popular support by appealing to national
identity. Nationalist rumblings emerged in
the Croatian coastal town of Split over the
Yugoslav central bank’s appropriation of
hard-currency profits from Split’s tourist
economy and over Serbian firms’ construc-
tion of large tourist hotels in the area.
Addressing Split discontent in May of 1962,
Tito warned of the dangers of localism, chau-
vinism, and national particularism, but the
Croats (and Slovenes) continued to press the
case. By the 1964 meeting of the Eighth
Congress of the League of Communists of
Yugoslavia, Croatia and Slovenia had enlisted
Macedonian support for reform. Tito
responded with a series of economic reforms
in 1965. These included abolition of the fed-
erally controlled General Investment Fund
and devolution of some power from the
federal government to individual republics
and their banks.

The Reform Struggle thus traversed the
institutional conflict pathway [E-F-G-H-M-
N], producing a settlement [O] in which the
arbiter [H], Tito, relaxed the authority of
these same institutional mechanisms to
ensure continued legitimacy in the eyes of
the parties. In distributing greater autonomy
to the republics, Tito thereby retained the
institutional conflict pathway as a peaceable
alternative to hot conflict. Because this
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settlement did not fully address the under-
lying motivations, it did not resolve the con-
flict but instead drove it to a latency phase
[O-P-A].

Demands for economic and political
change would not long remain latent. They
re-emerged in the Croatian Crisis of
1970–71. Although the crisis first manifested
as a series of cultural demands, Croatian
leaders mobilized constituents around the
concern [A] that Belgrade was diverting 
Croatian hard-currency profits in order to
develop the Serbian economy. Croat critics
also charged that ethnic Serbs dominated the
army officer corps, the Croatian police, and
the Croatian Communist Party.

By 1970, secession had become main-
stream sentiment in Croatia. The Croatian
Crisis would produce hot conflict, as seces-
sion demands explicitly denied legitimacy to
Yugoslav political institutions [E-F-I-J-K].
Some Croats began to arm in anticipation of
a showdown with the Yugoslav army [A-B-
C]. In November 1971, student strikes broke
out in Zagreb. Tito threatened to dispatch
troops to disperse strikers and prevent 
Croatian secession. The immediate crisis
ended when Tito secured resignations of the
Croatian party leadership in December
1971. Over the next several years, more than
750 Croat leaders were purged from the
party, imprisoned for treason, or exiled [K-
O]. Leaders of the other Yugoslav republics
supported Tito’s actions, arguing that Croatia
had threatened their territorial integrity and
economic interests.

Settlements born of repression tend to
harden attitudes among the repressed.
During a [K-O-P-A] latency, repressed
groups typically consolidate their resources
and otherwise prepare to meet the repressive
actions of their adversaries in future itera-
tions of the conflict. Short of annihilation of
repressed groups, then, increased levels of
violence should be expected in conflict iter-
ations after [K-O-P-A] latencies. Perhaps

recognizing this, Tito used the relative peace
of the latency after the Croatian Crisis to
address underlying Croat motivations. The
Yugoslav Constitution of 1974 devolved
power within the federation to an unprece-
dented extent. It reduced the federal juris-
diction to defense, foreign policy, and a few
economic instruments. It granted to each
republic its own central bank, police, courts,
and schools. It stripped Serbia of its auth-
ority over the provinces of Vojvodina and
Kosovo, each of which was granted power to
nominate officials to federal bodies and votes
in the Yugoslav Presidency. Tito borrowed
heavily throughout the 1970s to bolster
living standards artificially. In short, he
inhibited revitalization of the conflict by
making participation more costly for mass
constituents and mobilization more costly
for group elites.

These steps helped prolong the latency,
but they ultimately proved inadequate.
Their success depended crucially on Tito’s
presence. Owing to the force of his person-
ality and his reputation for ruthlessness,
Tito himself provided the glue that held
together the fragile federation. Yugoslavia
quickly unraveled after his death in 1981.
Political opportunists, such as Slobodan
Milošević in Serbia and Franjo Tudjman in
Croatia, resurrected nationalist tensions to
mobilize support for their claims to power
(Woodward, 1995). In so doing, they
prompted new rounds of intergroup con-
flict [P-A-B-C].

Descent into War, 1986–91 The post-Tito
rounds of conflict revived the Croatian
Crisis, latent since the early 1970s. Crushing
the Croatian Spring sustained a deep-seated
resentment and mistrust of the federal
government in Croatia. Tudjman, who had
twice been imprisoned for his role in the
Crisis, rose to power on these credentials in
1990. For their part, Serbs considered the
1974 Constitution to be the beginning of
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their downfall. Because it granted some
autonomy to Kosovo and Vojvodina, many
Serbs saw in the Constitution a plot to dis-
empower them.

Milošević rose to power in 1987 largely on
the promise that he would regain Serbia’s lost
constitutional powers, even at the expense of
the Yugoslav Federation. He coordinated
street protests in Vojvodina and Kosovo to
support his purges of local elites and their
replacement by those loyal to him. Some 
representatives of other republics resisted
Milošević’s efforts to establish Serbian
control over the Federation. The Croats and
Slovenes proposed instead a loose confedera-
tion. But, by 1989, Milošević had managed
to gain control of the Kosovo and Vojvodina
votes. Because it already controlled Mon-
tenegro’s vote, Serbia now controlled four of
the eight votes in the Presidency.

With this new balance of power, Serbia
could reject Croatian and Slovenian demands.
It defeated every amendment to Party rules
proposed by Croatia or Slovenia at the 14th
Communist Party Congress in January 1990.
In protest, the Slovenian delegation walked
out, prompting the demise of the Yugoslav
Communist Party. By the summer of 1991,
both the Croatian and Slovenian publics had
passed secession referenda. Both republics
declared independence on 25 June 1991.

The Yugoslav National Army (JNA) was
dispatched to Slovenia to secure Yugoslavia’s
borders. The JNA met armed resistance from
the Slovenian Territorial Defense, leading to
a ‘ten-day war’. The European Community,
shocked by the nearby violence, threatened
economic and political sanctions if the JNA
did not withdraw. Whether due to this threat
or to Serbia’s disinterest in retaining ethni-
cally homogeneous Slovenia within the
Yugoslav orbit, further military engagement
in Slovenia appeared too costly, and the JNA
withdrew [B-A].

Serbian attention turned to the growing
conflict in Croatia, where ethnic Serbs 

comprised a significant minority. Although
Milošević could survive the loss of Slovenia,
he could not allow Croatian secession. This
would have signified sacrifice of the ambi-
tion of uniting Serbs within one state. Cro-
atian Serbs took up arms. By September
1991, Croatia and the Serb-controlled JNA
were at war. A United Nations envoy nego-
tiated a lasting ceasefire in December 1991.
Although Croatia rapidly gained wide-
spread diplomatic recognition, by January
1992 the JNA controlled nearly one-third of
its territory.

It is important not to exaggerate the role
of external interventions. The European
Community and the United Nations, after
all, failed to prevent the spread of conflict in
Yugoslavia. External powers can inhibit con-
flict mobilization by increasing its costs to a
conflicting party. However, other factors may
render acquiescence to external pressure
more costly to political leaders than mobiliz-
ation and engagement. Much depends upon
(a) the structure of incentives elites distribute
in order to gain support and mobilize forces
and (b) the relative difficulty elites encounter
in retracting those incentives in the face of
external pressure. We next discuss these
incentives in the abstract, after which we
illustrate their effects by reference to the
Serbo-Croatian conflict.

Identity, Solidarity, and
Mobilization

Of the incentives that promote conflict par-
ticipation, those that rely upon individuals’
personal attachments to groups are most
available to political elites. They most reliably
overcome the main obstacles to anyone’s par-
ticipation – the risks of landing in jail, in the
hospital, or in the morgue.

Participation Incentives
Clark & Wilson (1961; Wilson, 1973) pro-
posed three categories of incentives that elites
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distribute to encourage voluntary partici-
pation:

• Purposive incentives – the promise of col-
lective goods that the action (or series of
actions) is designed to produce.

• Material incentives – the promise of
private goods directed to individuals in
return for their participation.

• Solidary incentives – the promise of rela-
tional goods that individuals derive from
associating with others with whom they
identify.

Purposive incentives cannot alone effec-
tively mobilize constituents. Purposive
incentives promise collective goods, the
enjoyment of which leaders cannot exclude
non-participants from. For instance, a Serb
can enjoy the benefit of a ‘Greater Serbia’
regardless of her participation in efforts to
consolidate it. Thus, if she calculates costs
and benefits when deciding whether to par-
ticipate in the conflict, she will discount pur-
posive benefits by the likelihood that her
participation will prove pivotal in providing
them. Since this likelihood is infinitesimally
small for each prospective participant, all will
similarly discount the purposive incentives.
They will ‘free-ride’, or seek to enjoy the ben-
efits of group action without contributing to
the costs of providing them. This creates a
‘free-rider problem’ for leaders. To the extent
that constituents are individually rational,
elites’ efforts to mobilize them will fail.2

Material incentives promise private goods
to prospective participants in return for their
participation. Elites selectively direct these
goods to participants and withhold them
from non-participants. Olson (1965) thus
termed them ‘selective incentives’.3 In some
conflict settings, leaders distribute material
incentives to participants in the form of pay-
checks and other material benefits to soldiers
and police officers. In other settings,
however, leaders lack access to sufficient
resources to distribute material incentives
widely and must resort to the distribution of
solidary incentives. They build and reinforce
among constituents positive self-concep-
tions as members of the group, glorifying
their history and extolling their virtues.
Elites typically fortify a positive in-group
self-conception not only in absolute terms
but also relative to other groups in the
environment. They denigrate, vilify, and
even demonize the adversaries, stereotyping
them in negative terms, and casting them as
intrinsic threats to the well-being of the in-
group. They portray the conflict as a zero-
sum struggle of the forces of light against the
forces of darkness. Even leaders who distrib-
ute material resources (e.g. state elites) often
also distribute solidary incentives as a mobil-
ization supplement (Bloom, 1990). But
where leaders lack access to significant
material resources, solidary incentives com-
prise their only means of overcoming the
tendency of constituents to free-ride.

In issuing solidary incentives, leaders
encourage others to distribute ‘relational
consumption goods’ (Uhlaner, 1989) – or
interpersonal payoffs participants receive
from personal associates. Chief among these
payoffs is social approval. Actions that
further the attainment of group goals evoke
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Nevertheless, the two are not strictly coextensive.
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the approval of others significant to the 
participant, thereby strengthening the bonds
individuals feel with respect to these others
and to the wider group. Leaders who distrib-
ute solidary incentives through their com-
munications to constituents count upon the
amplification of their message in the social
networks that surround each individual con-
stituent (Coleman, 1990: 277; Tilly, 1978:
62–64; White, 1992: 60–64).4 Relational
investment goods refer to expectations of
future material payoffs that participants hope
to receive from leaders. Prospective partici-
pants discount them by the perceived proba-
bility that leaders will observe their
participation.

On the assumption of methodological
individualism – that one may describe social
outcomes as the emergent product of indi-
vidual choices – public choice theorists con-
strue political mobilization as the aggregation
of individual participation decisions. The
participation decision for any prospective
participant takes the form of Equation 1. If a
prospective participant believes A to be posi-
tive, the total benefits of participation out-
weigh the costs (C ). If she believes the costs
to outweigh those benefits, then A is negative
and she does not participate.

A = pp B – C + S + Rc + po Ri (1)

where:
A is the net benefit of participation;
B are the collective benefits of participation
(about which leaders distribute purposive
incentives);
pp is the discount rate of B, or the probability
that one’s participation will prove pivotal in
securing B;
C are the costs of participation;

S are the (generally material) goods that
leaders selectively distribute only to partici-
pants;
Rc are relational consumption goods that
leaders distribute by issuing solidary incen-
tives to prospective participants;
Ri are relational investment goods that
prospective participants hope to realize after
a successful collective action in recognition of
their participation; and
po is the discount rate of Ri, or the probability
that group leaders observe one’s partici-
pation.

Absent relational and/or material goods,
rational prospective participants lack any
reason to participate. They would discount
the collective benefits B by the probability of
pivotalness pp, since leaders cannot exclude
them from enjoying B should the collective
action succeed. Because pp is infinitesimally
small in mass mobilization contexts, ppB is
effectively zero. The costs C always outweigh
ppB = 0, and rational prospective participants
all free-ride. Selective incentives and rela-
tional goods were introduced precisely to
explain observed participation in the light of
the otherwise compelling incentive to free-
ride. Equation 2 presents the rational partici-
pation model after the removal of the
effectively zero ppB.

A = S + Rc + po Ri – C (2)

Note that political issues escape the
rational calculation. These all are incorpor-
ated into the collective good, B, which
rational individuals discount by pp. This
implies, perversely, that decisions regarding
participation in political action in no way
concern political issues. To resolve this
problem, we suggest that solidary incentives
interact with purposive incentives. Persons
moved by solidary incentives derive their self-
conceptions from their social identifications
with the group. As a consequence, they come
to see group benefits as personal benefits.
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There can be, for such persons, no possibility
of free-riding, as they have so tightly bound
their personal identities to their groups that
they find their fate inextricably intertwined
with the fates of their groups.

This suggestion, if correct, implies two
additional observations. A sociological
observation concerns settlement. For a
strong group identifier, any accommodation
to the demonized enemy constitutes an
affront to her personal sense of well-being.
For this reason, leaders who distribute sol-
idary incentives at mobilization time find
their action possibilities severely con-
strained at settlement time. Although a
great deal of experimental evidence con-
firms the importance of group identifi-
cation in individual decisionmaking (Tajfel,
1981, 1984a; Tajfel & Turner, 1979; Turner,
1984, 1987), the psychological processes by
which elite-inspired and community-
reinforced feelings of solidarity overwhelm
the propensity to free-ride have not been
described with any precision. But the
process appears to encourage participants to
adopt group purposes as their own, thereby
enhancing the effectiveness of purposive
incentives. Once actors perceive group ben-
efits as personal benefits, free-riding
amounts to self-abnegation.

A methodological observation concerns
the enterprise of understanding political
mobilization as the aggregation of individual
decisions. Our account undermines the
assumption of methodological individual-
ism on which public choice accounts
depend. One can argue, of course, that
choice theorists have always understood the
fictive status of this assumption. They posit
it only as a methodological convenience that
allows analyses to proceed. It can be relaxed
under warranted circumstances, like this
one. But the implication remains: to the
extent that leaders distribute solidary incen-
tives to mobilize constituents, individualist
analyses that do not address intergroup and

intragroup dynamics likely will fail to illumi-
nate.

Participation Incentives in the Serbo-
Croatian War
Both Tudjman and Milošević distributed
solidary incentives to mobilize constituents
around their nationalist agendas. They
endeavored to convince constituents of the
inevitable link between their individual
destinies and the fates of their nations. The
strategy had three components: (1) identify
and stigmatize a national enemy; (2) unite
the nation against this threat; and (3) call
for resistance. State-controlled media were
integral to the implementation of this strat-
egy.

Milošević’s nationalist agenda centered
around the traditional Serbian slogan, ‘Samo
Sloga Srbina Spašava’ [Only Unity Saves the
Serbs]. He promised to unite Serbs dispersed
throughout Yugoslavia whose fate he claimed
Croat or Muslim majorities threatened.
Kosovo Albanians became the first enemies
he mobilized against. Conflicts between
Kosovo’s Albanian Muslim majority and its
minority Serb population had intensified
since Kosovo gained increased autonomy
after 1968. Kosovar Serbs complained of har-
rassments, forced relocations, and even rape
and murder (Banac, 1992).

For Serbs, growing independence
demands from Kosovar Albanians threatened
the loss of what they considered the birth-
place of their nation. In April 1987, the
Communist leadership tasked Milošević,
then a relatively unknown party official, to
end violent demonstrations of Kosovar Serbs,
who protested alleged oppression by Kosovar
Albanians. When Milošević encountered
Serb protesters, he did not seek to pacify
them. Instead he saluted them, declaring ‘No
one should dare to beat you again’ (Popov,
1995: 94). A 1986 memorandum by 200
members of the Serbian Academy of Arts and
Sciences gave intellectual momentum to
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Milošević’s rise to power as protector and
unifier of all Serbs. The document argued
that Serbian existence was threatened in
Yugoslavia, particularly those Serbs living in
Kosovo, who were facing ‘genocide’ (Magaš,
1993: 51), and Serbs living in Croatia who
had ‘never been as endangered as they are
today’ (Woodward, 1995: 7).

Under his 1990 slogan, ‘Odlučimo sami o
našoj sudbini’ [We will decide our fate by
ourselves], Tudjman mobilized Croats
around a historic quest for self-determi-
nation. Tudjman rose to power on the
promise that he would restore Croatian
national pride and reverse the discrimina-
tions that Croats allegedly suffered in
Yugoslavia. His project included ending
Serbian overrepresentation in Croatia’s state
administration, reviving Croatian cultural
symbols, producing a constitution that made
Croatia a state of the Croatian nation, and
establishing the Croatian language and Latin
script as official modes of discourse (Hislope,
1996: 476).

Tudjman and Milošević coexisted symbi-
otically. By dismissing them from official
positions and prohibiting the use of Cyrillic
script, Tudjman readied ethnic Serbs to
accept Milošević’s politics of crisis and fear.
Likewise, Tudjman’s resurrection of symbols
that Croatia had used during World War II,
when it was a Nazi quisling state, aided
Milošević’s efforts to mobilize constituents. It
reminded them of that regime’s attempted
wartime genocide against the Serbs (see
Mirkovic, 2000; Verdery, 1999: 99–102).
Conversely, earlier misgivings among some
Croats toward Tudjman’s nationalism dissi-
pated once Milošević dispatched JNA troops
to prevent Croatia’s secession. As Croatian
national television aired the first casualty
reports, Croats united around a fear of the
other – the Serbs.

The state-controlled press in both Serbia
and Croatia played instrumental roles in the
distribution of solidary incentives. The

Serbian press urged unity in defense of ethnic
Serbs in Kosovo and Croatia with such news-
paper headlines as ‘Scenes from 50 Years Ago
Repeated as Croatian Ustase Attack the Serb
People’ or, in a drive for volunteers, ‘Let’s Go
and Protect our People’ and ‘Time for Unity’.
Radio Television Serbia (RTS) portrayed
Serbs as ‘fighting for freedom’ or ‘defending’
and ‘guarding’ their ‘native soil’ against
‘Ustase’ and ‘Islamic fundamentalists’
(Thompson, 1994: 76–78, 102, 128). The
Croatian press portrayed the conflict simi-
larly, except that it characterized Serbs as
aggressors and Croats as defenders (Malešić,
1993: 34–35, 181). In 1991, the Croatian
government decreed that television announc-
ers would refer to opposition Serbs as ‘Serb
terrorists’, ‘rebel Serbs’, ‘bandits’, ‘Chetniks’,
and ‘Serbian aggressors’ and to accompany
casualty figures with such partisan ascriptions
as ‘gave their lives to defend the homeland’ or
‘fell for Croatia’s freedom’ (Uzelak, 1998:
463).

Material incentives to action often accom-
panied the solidary ones. To attract partici-
pants for protests designed to destabilize
party leaders during Milošević’s rise to power,
Yugoslav secret police worked behind the
scenes to recruit crowds from factories and
workplaces (Silber & Little, 1996: 59).
Thousands of workers were bussed in from
provincial factories and rewarded with food
and payment in exchange for their support of
Milošević and his nationalist program.
‘Ethnic cleansing’ later became an effective
inducement to action that combined
material and solidary incentives. The practice
usually proceeded as follows: an irregular
militia unit would enter a town or village,
give residents two hours to pack their posses-
sions, destroy all evidence of their legal claims
to the property, and then allow them (some-
times excluding men between 16 and 50) to
flee. Militia members would then claim the
property for themselves, often scrawling their
names above doorways.
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Ethnic cleansing thus served two purposes.
First, it eradicated all traces of the other,
helping to ‘purify’ the nation-state. This was
particularly important to the nationalist pro-
jects in both countries, as the boundaries
between ‘us’ and ‘them’ permeated villages
and often ran through the middle of families.
The need to legitimate statehood in ethnic
terms entailed the exile or eradication of
anyone living within the territorial bound-
aries of the state who did not share the eth-
nicity of the hegemonizing group (Bowman,
1994: 149). As a second, often overlooked,
purpose, ethnic cleansing provided material
rewards to militia members. Many enriched
themselves (Dezulovic, 1995: 6).

The testimony of Miro Bajramović, a
Croat soldier who served in a Croatian
special military unit during the 1991–92
fighting in eastern Slavonia, highlights both
the mobilization effectiveness of solidary
incentives and the material profitability of
the murder and mayhem they were mobilized
to commit. ‘In those days’, stated
Bajramović, ‘I had absolutely no feeling that
Serbs were people like us, that they were
somebody’s fathers, brothers, children’, illus-
trating the effective dehumanization of the
enemy. Bajramović describes the profitability
of ethnic cleansing.

Great avarice reigned at the time. About 30 of
us went 50 meters ahead of the first tank, we
mopped up and rubbed out anybody we
bumped into. Behind us went some who were
known as merčepovci [Tomislav Merčep’s
men], who robbed and burned the houses . . .
Merčep told us to take everything from the
Serbs but that we had to hand over the money
we found in their houses to headquarters, for
buying weapons. But Trusic, Merčep, [and
others] split the money into equal shares
among themselves . . . and we aren’t talking
here about 1,000 or 100,000 German marks,
but much, much more. (Bajramović, 1997)

On the basis of this confession,
Bajramović and three fellow soldiers were
indicted for crimes against humanity. They

await trial at the International Criminal Tri-
bunal for the Former Yugoslavia (ICTY) in
The Hague. Bajramović’s confession flowed
from no feeling of guilt or remorse. He
claimed to be motivated by the failure of the
prison commander – who had directed the
killings and who now owns several restau-
rants seized from Serbs – to share the profits
as he had promised. Bajramović was not
necessarily dissatisfied by the sense of soli-
darity and social approval, relational con-
sumption goods, he had gained from his war
service. He just expected an accompanying
material payoff.

In combining solidary and material incen-
tives, Serb and Croat elites created an
environment productive of horrendous
atrocities. Their vilifications and demoniza-
tions revived ethnic animosities that Tito’s
Federation had sublimated. The material
incentives they added into their mix of
inducements to collective action prompted
mass rapes, death camps, and ethnic cleans-
ing. By separating the out-group from their
property by whatever means, however inhu-
mane, soldiers and civilians engaged in these
actions claimed that property as their own.
The obscenity of these practices is com-
pounded by the sight of newly wealthy Croat
and Serb conflict participants now roaming
freely through their respective capitals in new
fur coats and BMWs.

Producing Peace

In November 1995, leaders of Croatia,
Bosnia and Herzegovina, and Serbia met at a
US Air Force base outside Dayton, Ohio, to
negotiate a settlement of conflicts in Bosnia
and Croatia. After ten days of intense talks,
they agreed to a ‘General Framework Agree-
ment on Peace’ (node [N] in Figure 1), or the
Dayton Peace Accords (United States, 1995).
An international Implementation Force
(IFOR) was dispatched to Bosnia and Herze-
govina to perform constabulary tasks, and
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the United Nations established a ‘transitional
administration’ in Eastern Croatia. The vio-
lence quickly abated. After several years of
Western hand-wringing over Balkans war
atrocities, the international community’s
intervention altered the cost calculations of
Balkan political elites. External intervention
made continuation of hot conflict infeasible,
at least in the short term.

Peace prospects are more uncertain over
the longer term. Dayton did not resolve the
conflict but only directed it into a temporary
latency [O-P-A]. Lasting resolution can
come about only with the removal of the
underlying motivations for conflict [O-P-Q].
Once the international community removes
its troops, as ultimately it must, their stabil-
izing effects may well be lost. The conflict
only deepened longstanding ethnic animosi-
ties in the region. Future leaders who seek to
rally popular support will be tempted to dis-
tribute solidary incentives by exploiting these
animosities. Just as the dissolution of the
Yugoslav Federation revived ethnic animosi-
ties and thereby re-ignited a long-dormant
ethnic conflict, so too might the withdrawal
of the NATO-led international Stabilization
Force (SFOR).

Distributions of material incentives are
readily stopped. One might, for instance,
deny conflictual leaders material resources to
distribute. One might compete with conflict-
ual leaders by distributing material incentives
to their constituents in return for their non-
participation in conflict. Or, one might dis-
tribute to potentially conflictual leaders
material disincentives, such as threats of mili-
tary intervention and prosecution. But how
would one prevent distributions of solidary
incentives?

Retraction of Solidary Incentives
Negotiated settlements more likely fail in
civil wars with ethnic cleavages (Licklider,
1995), in which we expect solidary incen-
tives to have been distributed most widely.

We attribute this observation to the solidary
incentive retraction problem: Although elites
can distribute solidary incentives inexpen-
sively in order to mobilize constituents, they
often discover later, when they wish to
demobilize, that they have greatly con-
strained their own action possibilities.
Having successfully demonized their adver-
saries, they now find it difficult to persuade
constituents of the wisdom of settlement.
Typically, constituents view any accommo-
dation to the out-group as a betrayal of the
in-group. This perception provides hard-
liner cadres with the opportunity to mobi-
lize factional opposition to the incumbent
leadership. Recognizing this, incumbents
often refrain from settling even when they
believe settlement to be in the group’s inter-
est. Thus, the distribution of solidary incen-
tives in the mobilization phase inhibits
demobilization in the settlement phase and
thereby contributes to the protractedness of
conflict.

Of course, some leaders concern them-
selves less with maintaining their incum-
bency than with producing optimal
outcomes for their constituents. When they
determine that prospective settlement terms
enhance their constituents’ prospects, they
may forge ahead with settlement efforts
despite the risks. Such leaders generally seek
to minimize hardliner opposition by negoti-
ating secretly or at least without fanfare and
great publicity. Israeli Prime Minister Yitzak
Rabin put this quite frankly at a 1993 press
conference at the White House:

We have found that direct and quiet contacts
between Israel and its partners in the effort to
achieve a comprehensive peace is the best way
to overcome prejudices of the past. The less the
talks are exposed to the limelight of the media,
the better are the chances to achieve agree-
ments. (United States, 1993)

Yet, even if they quietly come to an agree-
ment with their adversaries, these leaders
must eventually persuade their constituents
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to accept its terms. They risk failed demobi-
lization factional conflict ([M-N-T]), as
ambitious hardliners may see their ‘betrayal’
of group interests as an opportunity to chal-
lenge incumbents for their leadership pos-
itions (Horowitz, 1985: 342–359). As
hardliner opposition to settlement mounts
within the group, incumbents expose them-
selves not only to electoral challenge, but
potentially also to assassination – a fate that
befell Anwar Sadat in 1981 and then Rabin
in 1995.

Distributions of solidary incentives to
mobilize conflict participation thus limit the
opportunities for later settlements and
diminish the likelihood that settlements will
succeed. Solidary incentives, by manipu-
lating the group regarding personal identities
of mass political constituents, help to
produce conflict and also to prevent peace.

What practical strategies can leaders
employ to demobilize constituents previously
mobilized by means of solidary incentives?
Some might argue for mass education (or re-
education) at the sites or potential sites of
protracted conflicts. On this view, didactic
effort may diminish the tendency for persons
to cognize about social reality in terms of the
stereotypical prejudices of learned social rep-
resentations. When people perceive social
reality as it really is, so this argument might
run, political leaders would be unable to
exploit social stereotypes when they seek to
mobilize mass political constituencies for
conflict.

Hopefully, we erect a straw man here, for
this strategy is painfully naive. Social rep-
resentations perform a necessary function.
They are not superstitions that one can
educate into submission. Social represen-
tations help make complex political realities
sensible to persons who lack the disposable
time and other resources needed to obtain
and process quality political information.
Moreover, social representations and group
identity contribute to the implementation of

settlements. By establishing cognitive cat-
egories within which individuals make social
comparisons – distinguishing their comrades
from others they might encounter (Turner,
1987: 46–49) – social representations
promote among group members a sense of
responsibility toward each other and rein-
force the consensual beliefs and attitudes
necessary for group functioning. They instill
in individuals a readiness to be influenced by
the group. Just as intragroup communication
and the attainment of group goals foster
group cohesion, social representations
reciprocally fortify the group cohesion
needed to ensure intragroup communication
and the attainment of group goals. So, while
the cohesion born of social representations
and group identity enables political leaders to
distribute solidary incentives for mobilizing
constituents for conflict, it also supports the
communication and collective goal orien-
tations required for the formation of group
consensus on the terms of settlements and on
the goal of implementing them (Deutsch,
1973: 72–73).

If peacemakers cannot eliminate social
representations, perhaps they can alter their
contents. Persons draw upon a variety of idio-
syncratic and social elements as they con-
struct their personal identities. Political
leaders might emphasize identity elements
that differ from those salient to the conflict,
diverting attention from the divisions along
which they had earlier distributed solidary
incentives. Of course, the effectiveness of this
strategy hinges upon the presence of cross-
cutting cleavages. But communities with
such cleavages are least apt to generate violent
and longstanding conflicts in the first place.
Also, ambitious hardliners must collaborate
with incumbents in pursuing this strategy.
They are unlikely to do so, however, because
they would effectively abandon a route to
their own ascent to leadership. Incumbents
might repress hardliners to prevent them
from spoiling the strategy, but this might
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only initiate the factional conflict the incum-
bents seek to avoid.

One may change the contents of social
representations by introducing ‘superordi-
nate goals’ in the community, or goals that
require concerted collective action across
groups. Under this strategy, derived from the
celebrated ‘robbers’ cave’ experiment (Sherif
et al., 1961), conflicting parties would be
induced to set aside mutual grievances in
order to focus on attainment of goals valued
across groups. While worth pursuing, there is
reason to believe this strategy would prove
ineffective. Superordinate goals fostered
intergroup cooperation among the Sherifs’
11-year-olds, but their solidarity had existed
only a few days. The result may not apply
among adults in communities where soli-
darity has persisted over generations.5

Quasi-therapeutic encounter sessions or
‘dialogue groups’ among grassroots con-
stituents across groups have been proposed as
a means of reformulating or derigidifying
stereotypes in solidary conflict settings
(Northrup, 1989; Schwartz, 1989). This pro-
posal rests upon the ‘contact hypothesis’ – the
idea that intergroup tensions can be reduced
by exposing group identifiers to positive
experiences with out-group members. Unfor-
tunately, the nature of social attribution 
conspires against the contact hypothesis, pro-
ducing resistance as a strategy for reducing
cognitive dissonance. When exposed to the
counter-stereotypical behavior of out-group
members, in-group members avoid cognitive
upset by attributing positive experiences 
with out-group members to factors 
particular to those individuals and uncharac-
teristic of out-group members generally
(Hewstone, 1989: 199–203). Only when
exposed to positive or counter-stereotypical
behavior on the part of out-group members

whom they regard as typical can counter-
stereotypical contacts contribute to reconcil-
iation.

Research on natural categorization
demonstrates amply that the contents of
abstract categories tend to overrepresent
properties drawn from prototypes, or salient
exemplars in individuals’ experiences (Rosch
1978, 1983; Mervis & Rosch, 1981). In the
sharply segregated societies characteristic of
community conflict, mass constituents find
the most ready prototypes in group leaders
and their mass-mediated representations.
Even where competing groups interact at the
street level, leaders likely remain the most
salient, prototypical exemplars of their
group. We can conjecture, then, that
repeated presentations over time of counter-
stereotypical behaviors of group elites and
counter-stereotypical public characteriz-
ations of group elites by one another might
most effectively counteract the conflict-
protracting effects of social representations
within solidary constituencies. Conjectures
being what they are, we cannot offer defini-
tive conclusions regarding the effectiveness of
counter-stereotypical presentations of elites-
cum-prototypes. Nevertheless, we believe the
idea merits systematic study and perhaps
even practical trial in a naturalistic setting.

Whatever the mix of strategies employed
to retract solidary incentives or at least min-
imize their continuing impact, efforts to
produce peace between divided solidary
constituencies will always prove arduous.
The ‘peace process’ will take various twists
and turns and alternatively suffer setbacks
and make gains, particularly when hardlin-
ers across groups find it in their interest to
erect barriers to its progress. While research
is needed to develop effective strategies to
combat the conflict-sustaining effects of
previously distributed solidary incentives,
practical steps can and should be taken to
educate future leaders of divided communi-
ties of the dangers. They should understand,
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before they accede to leadership positions,
that they may find the distribution of 
solidary incentives can provide them with
short-term tactical advantage. But they
should also understand that exploiting this
advantage poses severe longer-term dangers,
both to their constituents and to them-
selves.

Demobilization, 1995–2000
After Dayton, Croat and Serb leaders found
themselves in a nested game. They were
forced to respond to the external demobiliza-
tion pressures of the international com-
munity to settle [M-N-O], as they sought
simultaneously to mollify the internal pres-
sures of domestic hardliners. Failure to satisfy
them risked factional conflict [M-N-T] and
possibly new rounds of conflict mobilization
[T-U-A-B-C]. Such competing pressures can
motivate leader actions that appear incoher-
ent to outsiders, as they sometimes promote
and at other times prevent movement toward
lasting peace. In both Serbia and Croatia,
these competing demands appeared in three
contexts as conflict elites considered the
terms of Dayton [N]:

1. Normalization of Relations In August
1996, Serbia and Croatia agreed to normal-
ize diplomatic relations. The Serb-controlled
eastern region of Croatia would return to
Croatia proper and Serb refugees expelled
from the Krajina would be allowed to return
to Croatia as full citizens. Tudjman and
Milošević each promoted the agreement as a
victory for their respective national interests.
But hardliners in both states viewed the
agreement as treasonous. Vojislav Šešelj, an
accused war criminal and ultranational leader
of the Serbian Radical Party, excoriated
Milošević for treason and capitulation.
Serbian Democratic Party leader Zoran
Djindjic blasted the agreement as a personal
policy that Milošević purchased for his own
benefit at the expense of the Serbian nation

as a whole. Hardliner Croats also opposed the
agreement. Croat columnist Srečko Jurdana
characterized normalization as ‘a handshake
over Croatian graves and the destruction of
Croatian culture’ (Krause & Markotich,
1996: 52–55).

2. Cooperation with the War Crimes Tri-
bunal Nationalist elites also face hardliner
resistance to the Dayton requirement that
they submit war criminals and material evi-
dence to the International Criminal Tribunal
for the former Yugoslavia (ICTY). Although
Milošević formally agreed at Dayton to
cooperate with the ICTY, the Yugoslav
government provided little assistance in cap-
turing Bosnian-Serb war criminals, who trav-
eled freely within the Federal Republic of
Yugoslavia while Milošević held power.
Milošević’s occasional promises to hand over
Bosnian Serbs Mladić and Karadžić to the tri-
bunal often triggered destabilizing backlashes
within the ultranationalist ruling circles that
controlled Republika Srpska and maintained
influential positions in many institutions of
the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia, especially
the military (Markotich, 1996: 35–36).
Milošević’s successor Koštunica has also
shown reluctance to support the ICTY. He
rejected Milošević’s extradition, denying
ICTY’s legal authority and declaring it a
‘common tool of political pressure’ (Buden,
2000).

Tudjman’s cooperation with the ICTY,
although only partial and induced under
extreme international pressures, likewise cost
him political support in Croatia. Ante
Djapić, president of the radical nationalist
Croatian Party of Right, voiced the most
extreme resistance. In 1998, Djapić called for
the Croatian army to seize power to protect
Croatian sovereignty in the event that Cro-
atian army generals were extradited to The
Hague. In a September 1997 poll, 59%
expressed the view that Croat soldiers could
not have committed war crimes because they
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were waging a defensive war against Serbian
aggression (Hedl, 1997).

The post-Tudjman regime also faces hard-
liner opposition to cooperation with the
ICTY. After enactment of a ‘Law on Cooper-
ation with the Hague Tribunal’ in Spring
2000, which sanctioned a nationwide effort
to arrest Croats accused of war crimes, 12
generals of the Croatian army warned the
new administration not to devalue the Croat
war against Serbs. The nationalist HDZ
party supported the generals and called on
Croats at home and in the diaspora to over-
throw the ‘anti-Croatian Communist
government’ (Perica, 2000). In February
2001, hundreds of thousands of Croats gath-
ered in Split to protest the post-Tudjman
government’s indictment of General Mirko
Novac for the executions of Serb civilians in
1991.

3. Relations with the Constituent
Republics in Bosnia and Herzegovina
Under Dayton, both Tudjman and Milošević
pledged to help halt the war they each had
fostered in Bosnia. They committed them-
selves to end arms shipments, to refuse recog-
nition to the Bosnian-Serb state of Republika
Srpska and the Bosnian-Croat state of
Herceg-Bosnia, and to aid the capture of
Bosnian-Croat and Bosnian-Serb war crimi-
nals. Milošević publicly severed ties with
Republika Srpska. He convinced the Serbian
public that the benefits they might enjoy
from the successes of Bosnian Serbs and
attaining the goal of ‘Greater Serbia’ could
never outweigh the costs of making Serbia an
international pariah. As the Bosnian Serbs
became a political liability for Milošević, he
increasingly blamed them for the war and for
Serbia’s economic and political isolation.

Tudjman found it more difficult to dis-
tance himself from the Bosnian Croats.
Tudjman had long argued for Croatia’s juris-
diction over Bosnia (see Tudjman, 1981). He
had fostered nationalist factions in Bosnia

and Herzegovina that wanted to annex
Herzegovina and portions of Bosnia to
Croatia proper. Tudjman eventually recog-
nized that the international community
would not accept a seizure of Bosnian terri-
tory. Still, he could not abandon the Bosnian
Croats. Radical Herzegovinian Croats pro-
vided much of the financial backing of the
HDZ and held a disproportionately large
share of political and economic power in
Croatia (Culic, 1996: 31–32). Tudjman 
consequently vacillated in response to the
competing pressures of the international
community and the Herzegovinian Croats.
But this pleased no one. His critics in the
democratic Croat opposition would become
infuriated whenever he took actions they
interpreted as capitulation to the Bosnian
Croats. They would complain of his transfer
of scarce state funds to the impoverished
region and argue that his policies jeopardized
Croatia’s already tenuous relationships with
the West. His critics to the right would
become enraged whenever they believed
Tudjman to be abandoning the Bosnian
Croats. Hardliner critics, such as Croatian
Party of the Right founder Dobraslav Paraga,
called for Tudjman’s resignation when he
attempted to do so.

The international community has relied
on both incentives and disincentives to
encourage Serb and Croat leaders to imple-
ment the terms of the Dayton Agreement.
Disincentives include exclusion from inter-
national bodies and regional associations,
trade sanctions, diplomatic isolation, and
even the threat of military intervention.
Incentives include the promise of inter-
national loans and grants for reconstruction,
offers to join European Union accession talks,
and general recognition that these nations
belong to European or Western civilization.

Dependence on the West, not merely for
its approval but also for economic and politi-
cal survival, fuels a certain amount of back-
lash against Western in influence. Hardliners
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invoke the threat of Western domination as a
solidary incentive to mobilize constituent
support. Hardliner Maja Freundlich, in the
main state-run daily in the Tudjman era,
responded to Western threats of economic
sanctions against Croatia:

The Croatian government faces a threat from
the world to its sovereignty and survival. The
Croatian state finds itself confronting the same
challenge as in 1991. The diplomatic war is no
less dangerous than armed warfare. Just as the
Croatian people gathered and defended itself,
the Croatian state today has the same duty;
gather its people in defense of their very sur-
vival. (Freundlich, 1997: 4)

Hardliners demonize the West in order to
criticize incumbent national elites for caving
to Western mandates. For instance, Serb hard-
liner Vojislav Šešelj remarked, when casting
his ballot in the October 1997 elections, that
his victory would ‘annul any possibility of
Serbia kneeling before any Western power’.
Nationalist elites, in turn, invoke anti-Western
rhetoric to inoculate themselves from the
hardliner critique. For instance, responding to
student protests in December 1996, Milošević
publicly warned demonstrators that ‘we must
be completely clear: no matter how often your
leaders go to foreign embassies and travel to
world capitals, a foreign hand shall not rule
Serbia’ (Markotich, 1997: 42).

The Western powers have established the
prospect of Western integration and recog-
nition as a superordinate goal in the post-
Dayton context. Its effectiveness as a lever
for pressuring political leaders in the Balkans
depends crucially upon the extent to which
these leaders and their domestic allies and
adversaries consider it attainable. Western
leaders thus must perform a delicate balanc-
ing act. Too little pressure will encourage the
view that low-level ethnic war can be
pursued without endangering integration
prospects. Too much pressure will encourage
the view that integration is unattainable. 
In that case, domestic hardliners could 

successfully challenge incumbents, prompt-
ing destabilization and failed-demobiliza-
tion factional conflict (node [T] in Figure 1),
thereby increasing the likelihood of a
decision to scrap Dayton in favor of revived
ethnic warfare.

Conclusions

The Balkan wars demonstrate that political
leaders can distribute solidary incentives to
promote political participation among their
constituents. By glorifying the group and
demonizing its enemies, leaders encourage
their constituents to tie their personal fates to
the fate of the larger group. Solidary incen-
tives, in interaction with purposive incen-
tives, inhibit the propensity of constituents
to free-ride on the group’s collective actions.
The case indicates also that solidary incen-
tives interact with and enhance the effects of
material incentives. To the extent that one
buys into leaders’ demonizations of group
adversaries, one can rationalize one’s involve-
ment in non-generalizable activities – like
ethnic cleansing. Solidary incentives thus
comprise a powerful and relatively costless
mobilization tool. It is important to recog-
nize, however, that political leaders can use
solidary incentives for good or ill.

The experience also illustrates the difficulty
of retracting solidary incentives when leaders
wish to settle conflicts. When leaders find
settlement to be in their interest – whether or
not powerful external actors impose this inter-
est upon them – their efforts to retract solidary
incentives strengthen the hands of hardliner
cadres who wish to continue the conflict
and/or topple the incumbents. However effec-
tive distributions of solidary incentives had
proven at mobilization time, leaders discover
that they powerfully constrain their action
possibilities at settlement time. In conflict 
settings, distributions of solidary incentives
not only promote violent outbreaks, they also
inhibit peaceful resolutions.
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The case further illustrates the delicate
nature of international efforts to defuse
ethnic conflicts. The deployment of inter-
national peacekeeping troops and monitors
in 1995 ended hot conflict in Bosnia and
forestalled it in Slavonia. The superordinate
goal offered to leaders and their constituents
– prospective integration into supranational
Western institutions – has encouraged
governments in the Balkans to accede to the
demands of the international community.
Yet, domestic political leaders can accede
only so far before hardliners challenge their
actions as treachery against the solidarity the
leaders had themselves so skillfully cultivated.
This poses a dilemma for leaders. They can
either continue to push the policies that
external actors demand of them and thereby
suffer the wrath of domestic hardliners, or
they can accede to the hardliners and suffer
the approbation of the international com-
munity.

In reviving the cause of preventing
Kosovo’s secession from Yugoslavia,
Milošević opted for the latter. As in Bosnia,
Milošević combined solidary incentives with
ethnic cleansing as a material incentive, this
time against ethnic Albanian Kosovars. After
Milošević rejected the Rambouillet settle-
ment in February 1999, NATO responded
with a massive bombing campaign against
Yugoslavia. Milošević withdrew Yugoslav
forces from Kosovo early the following June.
Whatever its contribution to Milošević’s
downfall the following year, the bombing
also strengthened domestic hardliners and
provided them with new enemies to demo-
nize – NATO and its constituent states.
Milošević’s successors face political con-
straints similar to those that Milošević faced
and that prompted his actions in Kosovo and
elsewhere. The West is now concerned with
how it might alter those contingencies to
promote Serbian conformity to international
norms.

Peace prospects are somewhat brighter in

Croatia. Tudjman’s death in December 1999
and the victory of Social Democrats in the
January 2000 parliamentary elections dimin-
ished the influence of Croat nationalist hard-
liners. The hardliner strategy of stigmatizing
opposition parties as ‘dupes of the West’ and
‘traitors to the nation’ failed in the parlia-
mentary campaign. Growing divisions
between moderate and hardliner factions
now threaten the cohesion and viability of
Tudjman’s nationalist party (HDZ).
Although the Social Democrats have not
entirely abandoned nationalist appeals, they
appear to have successfully shifted public
debate around social over nationalist con-
cerns. The international community has
rewarded Croatia for abiding by Dayton.
Less than a year after Tudjman’s death,
Croatia gained admission to the World Trade
Organization and began official talks with
the EU on a Stabilization and Association
Agreement, the first step towards EU
membership. However, the Croatian mili-
tary, some veterans’ associations, and
nationalist parties continue to try to derail
Croatia’s cooperation with the ICTY. This
signals that the new Croat leadership faces
significant hardliner opposition to any 
capitulation to the West.

Given the depth of ethnic animosities,
the latent conflict in Bosnia and Herzegov-
ina may re-erupt once SFOR withdraws.
Bosnians can avoid hot conflict by erecting
political institutions that each ethnic group
finds legitimate. However, a number of
political conditions have hindered this
process. Nationalist Bosnian Serb and
Bosnian Croatian parties have consistently
blocked efforts to develop effective central
institutions. Although financial, military,
and political support from Belgrade and
Zagreb has decreased, nationalists across
both ethnicities sustain hopes of eventual
political unification with their respective
titular states. Because it provides for group
rights and ethnic representation in Bosnia,
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the Dayton constitution itself obstructs
peace (Western & Serwer, 2000). Pressures
on Croatia and Serbia to cut ties with their
ethnic counterparts in Bosnia diminish
material incentives for conflict. However,
they cannot guarantee that Bosnian Serb and
Bosnian Croat nationalists will not again
produce conflict and seek secession.

Although a necessary condition for lasting
peace, cross-ethnically legitimate political
institutions would not suffice. Lasting peace
requires a political leadership that under-
stands the dangers inherent in mobilizing
constituents around solidary incentives and
that undertakes to transmit that understand-
ing to succeeding generations of political
leaders. In developing their political insti-
tutions, Bosnians should consider designs
that require political leaders across ethnicities
to coordinate with one another and thereby
provide them the incentive to treat one
another publicly with mutual dignity and
respect. Such counter-stereotypical acts
could create a profoundly positive demon-
stration effect among the ordinary Bosnians
who witness them.
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